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We are the leading Manufacturer and Supplier of excellent quality Handheld Data Terminal, Mobile Terminal, Barcode Scanner, Smart Barcode Scanner, WIFI Barcode Scanner, RFID Reader, RFID Mobile Reader, AIDC Terminal, etc.
About Us

Established in the year 2015, at Gurgaon (Haryana, India), we “Chainway (India) Private Limited” are recognized as the prominent manufacturer and supplier of a superior quality range of Handheld Data Terminal, Mobile Terminal, Barcode Scanner, Smart Barcode Scanner, WIFI Barcode Scanner, RFID Reader, RFID Mobile Reader, AIDC Terminal, etc. These products are precisely engineered using the finest quality components that we procure from authentic vendors of the industry. The offered products are manufactured with the help of ultra-modern technology by our experienced professionals. These products are highly appreciated by our valued customers for features like outstanding performance, compact design, durability, easy to use and longer service life. Moreover, these products are available in various technical specifications to meet the exact demands of our clients.

We are backed with a team of extremely qualified and experienced engineers, technicians, quality experts, research personnel, and others. Our professionals are highly efficient and hold rich knowledge of this industry. Further, our quality experts make sure that offered products are manufactured in compliance with CE and CCC standards. Undertake and complete bulk and urgent orders of the customers within set time frame, our infrastructure is well-developed and is installed with advanced machines and technology. Our infrastructure facility...

For more information, please visit
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MOBILE COMPUTERS

Chainway C66 Mobile Based Handheld Computer

Chainway C71 Mobile Based Computer

Chainway C71 Mobile Based Infrared Computers

Chainway C70 Mobile Based Computer
HANDHELD RFID READERS

- Chainway C71 UHF Mobile Based RFID Reader
- Chainway C4050 UHF Mobile Based RFID Reader
- Chainway C3000 UHF Mobile Based RFID Reader
- Chainway C72 UHF Mobile Based RFID Reader
BIOMETRIC READERS

Chainway C71 Biometrics
Chainway C71 Optical Fingerprint Mobile Computer

Chainway P80 Optical Fingerprint Tablet
Chainway C4050 Fingerprint Reader
UHF RFID MODULES

Chainway CM2000-1 UHF RFID Module

Chainway CM2000-4 UHF RFID Module

Chainway CM2000-8 UHF RFID Module

Chainway CM2000-16 UHF RFID Module
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Chainway C75 Mobile Based Computer With Printer

Chainway P80 Industrial Tablet

Chainway P80 Mobile Based RFID Tablet

Chainway R6 UHF RFID Sled Reader
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Chainway R2 RFID Swing Reader
- Chainway URA8 Fixed Android RFID Reader
- Chainway UR4 Fixed UHF Reader
- Chainway V6000 Vehicle Mobile Based Mounted Computer
| **Factsheet** |
|---------------|----------------|
| Year of Establishment : | 2002 |
| Nature of Business : | Manufacturer |
| Total Number of Employees : | 101 to 500 People |
CONTACT US

Chainway (India) Private Limited
Contact Person: Ankit Parashar

No. 604, Tower- B, Global Business Park, M.G. Road Near Guru Dronacharya Metro Station
Gurgaon - 122001, Haryana, India

📞 +91-8048112721
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